The article discusses the use of computer-generated holograms (CGHs) for the application as one of the security features in the relief-phase protective holograms. An improved method of calculating CGHs is presented, based on ray-tracing approach in the case of interference of parallel rays.
INTRODUCTION
Relief-phase holograms are widely used in most security applications such as credit cards and passports. They are suitable for the emboss replication process and are easily mass-produced at a low cost. Holograms are applied to documents or products, and the presence of a hologram is intended to be a reliable indication that the document or product is valid. Modern relief-phase holograms contain a wide range of security and visual effects to make them hard to copy or counterfeit. The present article reviews some additional security effects based on the computer-generated ho-lograms (CGHs) that can be integrated in the structure of protective holograms. It is commonly considered that a CGH is a result of optical recording of the interference field, which was calculated within a diffraction theory with the help of a computer. The receiving topology of CGHs requires a huge amount of calculation and it is a challenge even for modern computers [1] . Therefore, only simple flat objects can be used for calculation to make it in reasonable time. There are several digital technologies suitable for recording of CHG interference images on the photoresist. The most widely spread ones are the interference optical lithography [2] , [3] (the so-called "image-matrix" technology) and e-beam lithography [4] .
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Let us consider calculation of a CGH in the case that is most important for practical use, i.e., reconstruction of a hologram image in parallel rays. In this case, with a laser beam falling on the surface of a hologram, the original image is restored in any plane parallel to the hologram surface. The size of the reconstructed image becomes bigger in proportion to the increase of the distance between the observation plane (frosted screen) and the hologram. In practice, it is convenient to use a greyscale bitmap image as an original one. A relative brightness of dots in the reconstructed image, then, is defined as , where is a level of the grey colour of the corresponding pixels in the graphic image. Thus, is for white pixels of the bitmap image, to which the dots with maximal brightness in the reconstructed hologram image correspond.
is for black pixels of the bitmap image for which there is no correspondence in the hologram (dots with zero brightness).
The aim of the theoretical part of this paper is to demonstrate how a required change in phase for the reflected wave can be calculated for each B segment in the hologram (Fig. 1) . Given local changes of the reflected wave front, it is easy to calculate the required micro relief topology of the hologram surface. Thus, the maximal depth of the hologram relief corresponds to the change of the phase by . As far as intermediary values are concerned, the relief depth is proportionate to the phase:
where λ is length of the wave for which the CGH is calculated.
Let us assume that the original flat image consists of the finite number of dots and is formed in plane ψ (Fig. 1) , which is parallel to the hologram surface and is situated at the distance Z from it. Let us now find the result of interference of all flat waves passing through active dots of the image to the centre of a CGH.
For one of the image dots, (Fig. 1) , this direction is vector , and plane corresponds to the wave front surface passing through the hologram centre O (Fig. 1) . 
Taking into account (2), the phase of flat wave in dot from source is
Complete complex amplitude of interference field in dot is determined by the sum total of complex amplitudes of the object waves from all elemental sources of the original image and reference wave: (4) Flat wave front that is parallel to the hologram surface was appointed as a reference wave. In (3), the additive component, similar to the one in dot (0, 0, Z) of the image, corresponds to the reference wave. Amplitudes of object waves are proportional to the brightness of corresponding graphic dots. Formula (4) allows for determining the required change of phase in all dots of the hologram for reconstructing a diffractive image:
In case of protective holograms, phase modulation of the reflected wave, in accordance with (5), is defined by the micro relief height of the hologram surface following (1) . The image of the CGH object will be reconstructed in the parallel rays; the process can be observed only with the help of a frosted screen or a specially selected lens. For direct observation of the reconstructed object, it is necessary to add the phase function of a lens to the phase surface of the hologram (5) . A complete phase of the hologram sector in dot will then be: (6) Let us find for a thin lens with the focus in dot F and focal distance F=OF (Fig. 1 ). An optical difference between the travels of beams for a virtual lens in dot will be:
where is a refractive index of the virtual lens material. The phase surface of the flat wave after passing though the virtual lens is:
In (7), value corresponds to a negative lens, and magnitude indicates a collecting lens. If CGH is calculated following (6), only a remote point light source is necessary for observing of the reconstructed image. A spherical wave from the remote point source of light within the rage of a linear size of CGH can be considered flat with a high degree of precision. Since the calculation of CGH is carried out for a particular wavelength, observation of a CGH with the help of a lamp or the sun will yield a reconstructed image that is blurred and coloured due to spectral selectivity of CGH.
EXPERIMENTAL PART
A special computer program was developed for calculating CGHs. For this purpose, an 8-bit greyscale bitmap image was used as a flat object for CGH calculation. The dots of grey scale level define relative brightness of the reconstructed image. The maximal size of the original graphic file is 150x150 pixels. For recording on the photoresist with the resolution of 12500dpi, a discretisation spacing was chosen as d=2um. The maximal diffraction angle with this resolution equals for λ=600nm. With these parameters of calculating a CGH, the reconstructed image is approximately 30mm in size at the distance of 100mm from the hologram surface.
The discretisation spacing of the original image was chosen equal to 30/N mm (N is maximal size of the bitmap image in pixels), which corresponded to the distance of 100mm between the hologram and the plane of observing the image. The results of calculating of a CGH according to (5) and (6) were recorded in a file compatible with the format of the files for the DifX optical lithography device aimed at recording of protective holograms [5] , [6] . During the optical recording of a CGH, information about the phase of the current dots is extracted from the file, and the image is calculated for displaying on the SLM and further projection on the photoresist. One cycle of calculating of an image of the size 1920x1080 pixels for the Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) takes about 100 ms. Figure 2 shows part of the image calculated for displaying on the SLM. In Fig. 2a , the program of the optical recording device is getting the image ready for recording of the section of a CGH directly according to the calculation data from the file. In Fig. 2b , an approximation option is used for calculating intermediary values in the framework of every discrete sector of a CGH while preparing the image for displaying on the SLM.
For recording of a CGH on the photoresist, a commercially available system for optical lithography DifX [6] was used. A simplified sketch of the optical scheme for CGH recording is shown in Fig. 3a . S-polarized laser beam 1 is directed by the polarising beam splitter 3 on the LCOS [7] (Liquid Crystal on Silicon) modulator 2. When there is no signal (black coloured pixels), the polarization plane of the light reflected from the LCOS SLM does not change, and the laser beam is directed by the beam splitter 3 in the initial direction 1. When the colour of pixels changes, the polarization plane of the light reflected from the SLM turns, and part of the radiation with P-polarization passes through the beam splitter 3 in the direction of focusing optics 4 and is projected on the photoresist 5.
An important precondition of recording of qualitative relief-phase CGHs is a precise linear and proportional correspondence between the level of the grey colour in the image calculated for the SLM and the corresponding depth of the relief on the photoresist.
At the first stage of preparation to recording, a linear working range of the LCOS modulator was determined. A calibration schedule of the dependence of laser radiation intensity in the photoresist plane on the level of the grey colour of the image (Fig. 3b) was obtained experimentally. In course of experiment, an evenly coloured image with 8-bit greyscale value in the range [0..255] was displayed on the modulator. For each grey colour value, intensity of radiation in the recording place was measured. Figure 3b shows a calibration scale for LCOS SLM, with the use of the manufactured tuning controls. It is worth mentioning that a calibration curve may be adjusted with the help of parameter controls of the modulator drivers. In our case, though, this was not done because of the influence of the changed controls on other work modes of the optical lithography device.
A greyscale range of 40-230 was selected as a linear working range for optical recording (red line, Fig. 3b ). The linear interdependence between the grey colour level and exposition is satisfactorily realised in this selected range. At the second stage of the adjustment of optical recording, an optimal exposition was determined; with it, the depth of the relief on the photoresist corresponded to the calculated value (1). For this purpose, an image of lines coloured with the gradient of the grey colour change (Fig. 4a) was projected on the photoresist from the modulator. The range of colour change corresponded to a linear segment of the SLM calibration curve. The width of the lines after projection on the photoresist was 10um, a test exposure dose was 20mJ/cm 2 . We used the photoresist AZ1514H [8] for recording; it was deposited on the glass substrate of the size 5x5 inch by the spin coating method. The photoresist layer was about 2um thick. Development of the exposed plates was performed by the water solution of the concentrate AZ303 in the 1:4 proportions during 10 sec at 20 o C. A linear dependence of the development speed on exposition was expected. An AFM (Park Systems NX10) was used to analyse relief and profile of the obtained diffraction gratings. On the basis of the obtained data (Fig.  4b, c) , an optimal exposition 12mJ/cm 2 was chosen for recording of a CGH with the 300nm relief depth. Using optimal parameters of optical recording, test samples of CGH calculated using (5) and (6) were produced.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A bitmap image of size 100x100 dots was used to calculate CGHs. Approximate calculation time of CGH of 5000x5000 pixels was 5 min for the "hidden image" effect [9] (Fig. 4a, b) and around 15 min for the "image in lens" effect (Fig. 4c) . With the discretisation spacing equal to 2um, the size of CGH of 5000x5000 pixels was 1 cm 2 (10x10 mm) on the photoresist; optical recording of samples took around 30 min (recording speed was about 2cm 2 /hour). After recording and development procedures, surface topology of the samples was investigated with the help of scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 3a shows a surface segment of 80x80um of a relief-phase digital hologram. This segment contains 40x40=1600 calculated pixels. Figure 3b presents an AFM image of a part of the same hologram, showing that the relief height of the hologram surface remains within the required calculated range of 0-300um. Figure 4a, b demonstrates photos of the image recovered from a "hidden image" CGH on a scattering screen. A photo of the photoresist surface with the "text in lens" CGH element, which was made under a point like light source, is shown in Fig. 4c . After optical recording and development, CGH samples were coated with a ~10-15nm layer of silver with the help of a vacuum deposition method (reflection about 95 %). The reconstructed image was formed by a laser beam reflected from the CGH surface on the scattering flat screen. For diffraction efficiency (DE) evaluation of CGH samples, the following formula was used: (8) where I 0 is intensity of the laser beam falling on a CGH, and I is intensity of the zero order diffraction in the reflected beam. The measured DE in the obtained samples of CGH was within the range of 80-85 %. A semiconductor laser, with the power P=5mW and the wavelength λ=630nm, was used to perform the measureb ments. Taking into account unwanted diffraction and scattering effects, the real DE corresponding to the useful image was evaluated in the range of 70-75 %. A high DE allowed for realising the so-called "asymmetric hidden image" security effect (Fig. 4a) . Considerable inhibition of symmetric mirror images for the I +1 and I -1 order diffraction helped place various original images in these diffraction orders avoiding overlapping. Formula (5) contains coefficients related to the relative brightness of dots in the original image to calculate CGHs. This option allows using a greyscale photo or image to calculate a hologram (Fig. 4b ). An "asymmetric hidden image" (Fig. 4a) is one of the most complicated features of counterfeit, and checking it always requires a laser pointer and scattering screen, which is not convenient in some cases. The security effect calculated by (6) adds to the CGH phase function of the virtual spherical lens and makes the recovered image visible like through a real lens. Visually, this effect is very impressive and can be observed in the sunlight or other point light sources.
CONCLUSION
The present paper is devoted to the calculation and study of CGH recording parameters in the situation of their use in a complex structure of relief-phase protected holograms. A complex mathematical calculation and strict requirements for the parameters of optical recording make CGH elements difficult to counterfeit. The software for CGH calculation was created on the basis of the proposed improved ray-tracing algorithm. The created software for calculating of CGHs is completely compatible with the DifX system of recording of protective holograms and allows using CGHs of any shapes and sizes in the complex structure of a protective hologram. It should be noted that the number of visual and security effects implemented using CGH can be potentially greater than described. For example, protective effects to form an image in only certain predefined planes can be achieved, which might be useful in automatic authentication of security holograms.
